
Classroom Economy 

Here’s what YOU can do by earning HOOT LOOT! Rewards will be near the last Here’s what YOU can do by earning HOOT LOOT! Rewards will be near the last Here’s what YOU can do by earning HOOT LOOT! Rewards will be near the last Here’s what YOU can do by earning HOOT LOOT! Rewards will be near the last 
school day of the month. Arrangements will be made accordingly!school day of the month. Arrangements will be made accordingly!school day of the month. Arrangements will be made accordingly!school day of the month. Arrangements will be made accordingly!    

Reward Price 

Extra Recess for the Class –15 minutes 100 

Homework Pass –To be used on ONE pre-approved assignment 35 

Educational Movie for the Class –To be chosen by the teacher 125 

Sit with the Principal at Lunch 75 

Add a Brownie to the Brownie Points Pan 50 

Computer Time for You and a Friend –Educational Games 65 

Skip the Morning Work for a Day 15 

Read a Book or Part of a Book to the Class 50 

10 Sheets of Personalized Stationary  75 

Have a NO Shoes Day...Wear your Socks in Class –No bare feet! 85 

Get a Cool Pencil 30 

Educational Board Game Time for the Class –15 minutes 100 

Something From the Treat Jar 40 

Sit with Teacher at Lunch and Get a Snack 85 
RemindersRemindersRemindersReminders…    
----IF you lose your HOOT LOOT, it will not be replaced. IF you lose your HOOT LOOT, it will not be replaced. IF you lose your HOOT LOOT, it will not be replaced. IF you lose your HOOT LOOT, it will not be replaced.     
----Your HOOT LOOT is your HOOT LOOT...keep up with it. Put it in a safe place.Your HOOT LOOT is your HOOT LOOT...keep up with it. Put it in a safe place.Your HOOT LOOT is your HOOT LOOT...keep up with it. Put it in a safe place.Your HOOT LOOT is your HOOT LOOT...keep up with it. Put it in a safe place.    
----You may not give HOOT LOOT to others. Students must earn their own HOOT LOOT!You may not give HOOT LOOT to others. Students must earn their own HOOT LOOT!You may not give HOOT LOOT to others. Students must earn their own HOOT LOOT!You may not give HOOT LOOT to others. Students must earn their own HOOT LOOT!    
----You will be paid on the last day of the school week.You will be paid on the last day of the school week.You will be paid on the last day of the school week.You will be paid on the last day of the school week.    
----You may save your HOOT LOOT to earn a bigger reward. It doesn’t have to be spent atYou may save your HOOT LOOT to earn a bigger reward. It doesn’t have to be spent atYou may save your HOOT LOOT to earn a bigger reward. It doesn’t have to be spent atYou may save your HOOT LOOT to earn a bigger reward. It doesn’t have to be spent at    
   the end of the month if you don’t have enough for the reward you want. You can get more than   the end of the month if you don’t have enough for the reward you want. You can get more than   the end of the month if you don’t have enough for the reward you want. You can get more than   the end of the month if you don’t have enough for the reward you want. You can get more than    
   one reward if you have enough HOOT LOOT!!   one reward if you have enough HOOT LOOT!!   one reward if you have enough HOOT LOOT!!   one reward if you have enough HOOT LOOT!!    
----HOOT LOOT will not be taken away from you. If you don’t do homework even one day of the week,HOOT LOOT will not be taken away from you. If you don’t do homework even one day of the week,HOOT LOOT will not be taken away from you. If you don’t do homework even one day of the week,HOOT LOOT will not be taken away from you. If you don’t do homework even one day of the week,    
   for example, you won’t lose any HOOT LOOT for the week...but you won’t earn any either.    for example, you won’t lose any HOOT LOOT for the week...but you won’t earn any either.    for example, you won’t lose any HOOT LOOT for the week...but you won’t earn any either.    for example, you won’t lose any HOOT LOOT for the week...but you won’t earn any either.     


